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September 2020

Welcome to this special edition newsletter
which is designed for our incoming 1st years
2020/21. Along with our school prospectus this
newsletter will provide you with a snapshot of
school life in St. Mary’s where each student is
nourished to achieve her full potential.
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Incoming 1st Years 2021/22
Student Newsletter
Welcome to this special edition newsletter which is designed for
our incoming 1st Years for September 2021. Your choice of
secondary school is a milestone in your educational journey.
Along with our school prospectus this newsletter will provide you
with a snapshot of school life in St. Mary’s where each student is
nourished to achieve her full potential.
St. Mary’s is a Catholic school firmly rooted in our Mercy
tradition. Our school values are build on care, respect and joy.
We educate our girls to be just and responsible members of
society. We work in partnership with parents to support our
girls to navigate the storms of adolescence and deal with the
challenges of modern life.

From left to right: Jennifer Hickey,
Deputy Principal, Yvonne Bane, Principal
& Sinead Luttrell, Deputy Principal.

From left to right: Yvonne Bane, Principal
& LC Students 2020 Clodagh Hickey &
Roisin Palmer.

St Mary’s has a lot to offer from the perspective of excellent
exam results, facilities, subjects and pastoral care supports for
students. On September 27th in the Irish Times newspaper we
were ranked 20 in Ireland for the top girls schools in the
country. Clodagh Hickey and Roisin Palmer achieved over 625
points in their LC 2020.
Our ambition is that each student will enrol here as a 12 year
old, young, excited, highly motivated and leave as a young
woman, ready to take her place in a world where things move
at an incredible speed, where she will have to be resilient,
adaptable, strong, socially aware and well educated. We look
forward to welcoming you all to our school community.

AIB Build a Bank
National Champions
Our ‘Buzzy Bank’ Journey
Throughout our buzzy bank journey, we were
constantly raising money for Bumbleance.
Bumbleance is the world’s first fully interactive,
state-of-the-art Children’s National Ambulance
Service. Bumbleance provides a national service
for critically ill children in Ireland who require
transportation from their home, to and from
paediatric hospitals, hospices, national treatment
centres and respite care facilities nationwide.
Their aim is to distract, comfort and entertain
Ireland’s youngest patients as they travel to and
from treatment centres nationwide and to ensure
the smoothest and safest journey possible. There
wasn’t a shadow of a doubt that we wouldn’t pick
Bumbleance as our charity as it goes hand in hand
with our bank and it provides an outstanding
service to sick children. We held a bake sale and
we organised a shop for our TY Musical and all the
money raised went to Bumbleance. Overall we
raised an astounding €850. We hope that this
money will make a difference and contribute to the
sick children Bumbleance care for.
One of the highlights of our Build A Bank
experience is going to be the competition. This
year's competition was due to take place March
25th however due to COVID-19 restrictions, it took
place digitally during the week the 11th-15thof
May. With help from the AIB student branch officer
Leanne and teacher Ms. Cotter St. Mary’s were
finally victorious this year and awarded the much
coveted title of National Build a Bank Winners, the
trophy and €5,000 cheque for the school will be
presented at a later date. Build a Bank has been
one of the highlights of our year.
Authors : Katie O’Callaghan,
O’Riordan and Caoimhe O’Reilly
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1st Year Subjects

The extras helped the main cast with the singing
to add volume and so it wasn’t all put on the
soloist. After that, Monday came and we
performed in front of the students from the
Convent primary school and adults from
Brídhaven nursing home. This was a morning
show and we did not have another show that day.
Being in the main cast required a lot of effort and
team work. The two cast worked together and
helped each other. We gave each other advice on
what to do in each scene and helped each other
when we got stuck. I think being a part of a cast
is like a small family. They are always there when
you need help or advice. There was never a
moment when I felt alone because there was so
much support from the teachers and from the
fellow cast mates.The show was all about
inclusion. Everyone got a chance to shine whether
they were dancers, main cast ,costume
department or stage crew. Everyone of them
helped make the musical the huge success that it
was.
I think I can speak for everyone in transition
year when I say that this play was one of the
most fun and memorable experiences in TY,
even though there was a lot of stress involved.
I'm glad we got to do it and that we had so
much help and support from the teachers and
staff. Thank you so much to our TY Musical
Directors, Ms. Jo Ann O’Connor, Ms. Sarah Finn
and Drama Productors Ms. Caroline Murphy and
Ms. Niamh Murphy.

Authors: Justyna Fic, Emily Fresh & Sandra
Lopetaityte.

St. Mary’s Curricular &
Extra Curricular Activities

TY Trip to Cappanalea

On the 9th of September 2019, on the second week of
our school year, the entire year of TY set off on a trip to
Kerry. With all of our bags and luggage on our backs, half
of us set off to Killarney and the other bus was headed to
Cappanalea, to stay in the Adventure Centre for the week.
Upon arrival we set straight out into activities, such as
abseiling, kayaking, hill walking, learning how to cook
over a campfire and map-reading. We were also split into
separate groups with different leaders. After a long day
of activities, we all met again for dinner. After dinner, we
all gathered together in the sitting room to play games
and sing together. This was one of the highlights of our
time in Cappanalea, as it brought us all much closer
together as a year group! We were then all sent to bed
for the night, but of course it was a lot harder to get a
group of 90 girls to go to sleep then it sounds. Some of
the teachers came around knocking on our doors until
eventually we all fell asleep. We were woken up bright
and early every morning at 8 o’ clock. After breakfast we
then set out on another activity. We really enjoyed
kayaking on the lakes of Killarney, raft building, hill
walking and abseiling down a cliff.
A real highlight of our week was the overnight camping
trip. We followed different routes to climb the mountain.
Eventually, after about four hours of tough hiking, we
found our campsite and set up camp for the night, where
we cooked our meals over a campfire. It really was a great
experience and great fun. We woke up the next morning
and made the shorter journey back to the Adventure
Centre. We were all very sad packing up all of our
belongings to get back on the bus home, after saying our
goodbyes to all of the instructors. It was a week that we
will truly never forget, with many special memories.
Authors: Saoirse Bell, Sarah O’Malley, Ninette
Donougher & Shevaun O’Callaghan

TY Trip to Cappanalea

Cappanalea was one of the first things to
happen in TY. It was very exciting getting ready
to head off for the week. The year group was
split up, so some went to Killarney and the rest
went to Cappanalea which is where I went too.
Everyday we did new activities. These included
canoeing, abseiling, rock climbing, camp craft
and expedition planning. These were to prepare
us for the expedition on Thursday where we
had a long hike and camped out overnight.
In the evenings after dinner we had some group
activities which were for fun. These included
swimming in the lake and Cappanalea’s Got
Talent!
Overall the week I spent in Cappanalea was
definitely one of the highlights of my TY and I
think that is the case for many others too. It is
an experience I will never forget
Authors: Ninette Donougher & Shevaun
O’Callaghan

1st Year Subjects
The Irish language has always been a massive
interest of mine. Therefore as soon as I heard
about gaeilge labhartha I was immediately
intrigued. This class was a place where we
could speak the language for fun, not having to
worry about grammar or spelling. I was lucky
enough to be a part of the Irish Debating team.
Although we did not get through in the
competition it was still an amazing experience.
Our team worked really hard and created an
impressive speech. Along with the long hours of
learning the debate, we had a lot of fun.
I had a very cool experience on the day of
Gaeilge 24. I got the chance to speak in Irish
on Spin SW. It was a spur of the moment
opportunity and I just went for it. I got to speak
about my love for the language and why I
believed Gaeilge 24 was so important.
There wasn’t a single day where I walked into
Gaeilge Labhartha without excitement. There
was always craic in the class and no one was
ever under any pressure. Gaeilge Labhartha
had a massive impact on my TY experience and
many thanks to our teacher Ms NíChroínín. I
would strongly recommend future groups of TY
students to pick this module.
Authors: Aoife O’Connor, Eimear
O’Sullivan & Geena Doyle
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Drawing by Shanna Darsan

Fashion Design Module
Junk Kouture

In our fashion design module, a group of us took part in Bank of Ireland’s Junk Kouture competition. The pictures
of the three groups, shows their creations entitled; ‘In full bloom’, ‘ Runaway Bride‘ and ‘ Sweet like Honey‘. From
left to right this picture is of Kamile, Ellen, Valerie, Ciara, Laura, Jorja, Holly, Caoimhe and Orlaith. Junk Kouture Is
a competition in which participants create a kouture outfit using only recycled materials. We started Junk Kouture in
September in our Fashion & Design module with Miss Barton. We had a double class on Friday evenings, and spent
time outside of those classes too, trying to complete our outfits.
We all really enjoyed our experience of the competition. We found it helped us think outside the box and we all
discovered a wide variety of different fashion design aspects. From sewing balloons and creating flowers from old
clothes, to creating a cake out of cardboard. We really had to experiment with our materials to get started. We used
absurd amounts of hot glue, and may have burnt many fingers in the process, but in the end it was so worth it.
Although unfortunately none of us got to take part in the regional or grand finals, we tried our best to the very end.
We loved every second of it, and we have our amazing creations to show for it!
Authors: Caoimhe O’Connell, Jorja Holland, Holly Garvey, Laura Barszczewska, Kamile Lopetaityte

Fashion Design & Art Modules

Drawing by Shanna Darsan

Drawing by Paula Antonana

Drawing by Ava Palmer

Home Economics Module
Home Economics in Ty was a very enjoyable module to
take. We made various different dishes consisting of
sweet and savoury with the assistance of our teacher Ms.
O’Connell. Some of these dishes included homemade
burgers, caramel squares, homemade pizza and meringue
roulade. We had class every Friday evening and it was
always a nice way to end the week.
The class was made up of people with different levels of
skill regarding Home Economics. Anyone who did HomeEc for junior cert was paired with someone who hasn't
done it since first year. This was a great way for us all to
learn different skills from each other We really enjoyed
the Home-Ec module and would definitely recommend it
to upcoming transition years. It has been very useful
outside of school especially now during the covid-19
pandemic where we are all able to make lovely dishes for
our families. We are all extremely happy we chose to do
the Home Economics module.
Authors: Ciara Hughes, Lucy Mc Donnell &
Aoife Mills

Savour the Flavour
Cookery Competition
“Savour Our Favour” is a school’s cooking competition that
celebrates locally sourced produce. It is held annually by
Ballymaloe Cookery School in conjunction with Middleton
College.
I was selected to compete in the competition and with the
help of Home Economics teacher, Ms. O’Connell, I created a
duck meal. I submitted my proposed dish which then
qualified for the semi-final round. After many hours spent
practicing in Tios 2, we travelled to Midleton to compete on
February 26th. The three guest judges selected my dish to
move on to the finals. I thoroughly enjoyed the whole
experience despite the fact that the final round,
unfortunately, never went ahead. The competition was
definitely a TY Highlight of mine.
Author & Chef: Sophie Rochford

Creative Crafts & Design
Module
As part of our TY Module, we were asked to select 4
specialisms. You would then be allocated into 2 of your
chosen specialism classes for the first term (Sep-Dec)
and the same for the other 2 for the next term (JanMay). Craft and Design was one of them.
There was a huge demand for Craft and Design as for
both terms the class, which is a very positive sign that
the subject is worth picking The class was led by
Ms.Dunne. A lot of us found Craft and Design very
enjoyable as we had an interest in art or Home Ec
beforehand. It also gives students who might not have
chosen Art for Junior Cycle or Home Economics as an
opportunity to try it, as TY is all about trying new stuff
and getting out of your comfort zone!
Tie Dye
Since we did Craft and Design for the first term, we
began by tie dying. This went on for about 2 weeks.
Each of us had a choice to bring in whatever material
we wanted be it pillowcases, headbands and t-shirts,
as long as they were 100% cotton. Ms.Dunne provided
the assorted colours of dye and we were able to choose
whichever design we wanted to. The designs were
made by wrapping a few elastic bands around your
fabric that was covered in dye and washed.
Glitter Letters
This was by far our favourite thing we did. It was so
simple to make which was very handy also! Ms.Dunne
ordered a bunch of assorted letters. Most of us
requested for our initials. Then we simply covered the
letters in glitter by glueing it on!

Creative Crafts & Design
Module
Face Masks and Lip Balms
After midterm break we made homemade face masks and lip balms. This
was a really relaxing lesson. We were given a number of recipes to choose
from. In our pairs we each picked a recipe and brought in the ingredients
ourselves. The recipe was very simple to follow so didn’t take us very long.
When we finished making the masks and lip balms we all put them, had a
cup of tea and relaxed. We all really enjoyed doing this!
Christmas Decorations
As it was coming up to Christmas we decided to make Christmas
decorations for us to take home. We used air dry clay to make them. We
put on some Christmas music and just relaxed! We put a lot of effort into
them. We used stamps with letters on them to put whatever name you
wanted on it, which made them a really nice gift to give someone. We all
really enjoyed this class because it took our minds off anything we were
stressed about!
Chocolate Biscuit Cake and Honey Comb
For Christmas we made chocolate biscuit cake and our own honeycomb.
This was our last class before Christmas holidays so baking was the perfect
idea. We started by making the honeycomb, which was really interesting
to see how it is made! We then got all our ingredients together and in
pairs we made the chocolate biscuit cake. As some of us did Home ec for
the Junior Cert it was nice to be back baking in the kitchen again. The
cake tasted amazing and was definitely a recipe I think we will all use in
the future!
Bath Bombs
After Christmas we made scented bath bombs. We were all really excited
for this class. Ms. Dunne gave us a demonstration first and then we made
them ourselves. We added food coloring to brighten them up and essential
oils to give them a nice scent. We put them into different shaped molds
and let them dry by the window. They were very fun to make and to be
able to bring them home and use them ourselves!
We were all very sad when this specialism came to an end. We used this
class as a relaxing, fun time and used it as a way of forgetting about
anything stressful that was going on in TY. We really did enjoy this class
and would highly recommend it for any of the future TY’s. Thanks to Ms.
Dunne for making this class so different from the others and for making it
such an entertaining class to look forward to every week.
Authors: Lucy Kenny & Anna Ryan

TY German
Willkommen in die
Deutschklasse
TY German was really fun, we did a lot in class and
really developed our confidence in speaking the
language. We did presentations, common sayings
and even watched a german film.
Before Christmas both of the german classes
created itinerary presentations on an area of either
Germany, Austria or Switzerland.These are some
of the places students from both classes came up
with, Berlin, Cologne, Mohnesee, Görlitz, and
Saarland. This is just a handful of the places the
students chose as a possible destination they
would like to one day visit. Each student had to
plan a four day trip to their chosen destination,
researching flights, accommodation, sights to visit,
places to eat etc. Almost all of this year’s German
class are fond of a little luxury as is clear in their
choice of four and five star hotels and Michelin star
restaurants!!!!
After Christmas Mrs.Mullins’s class and Mrs O'
Regan's class joined together to watch “The Book
Thief”. The Book Thief is a movie that is set in
Germany during World War 2 and tells a story
about a girl named Lliesel who is a nine year old
girl.This is her story and the story of the
inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to
fall as World War 2 begins.
In class we also learned some common sayings in
German, for example, we learned
that the
common saying “Actions speak louder than words”
in German is “Taten sagen mehr als wörter.” In
conclusion German was a great class and great fun
too!
Author: Emilia Seputyte

Creative Writing Module
For those who find themselves scribbling in journals. For those with
stories in their heart. Or for those who wanted to try something new
and find their creative spark, this year's creative writing module was
enjoyable for all who took part. Run by Ms. Foley, we got to learn
about character building, short story writing, various forms of
poetry, and descriptive writing. We reviewed each other's work to
bring out the best in each of us. Class discussions were engaging
and thought-provoking. We were often asked to think outside the
box. To come up with our own unique ideas, which made this class
so special.
Throughout the year we were given great opportunities to show our
writing abilities by entering into competitions such as the Kerry
County Council creative writing competition, and the Edna o’ Brien
Bursary in which Ava Palmer won a prize. These competitions were
great experiences for us as a way to get us out of our comfort zones
and make an effort to get our writing seen.The class was a great
step forward for the girls that already had a love for writing, and
was a great way to get girls who haven't written much before
interested in writing. It’s a class that will be missed by all the girls
who took it.
Here are extracts from the entries of the Edna O'Brien Bursary.
"I have so much to say, but my spoken voice is quiet, in a society
that has only learned to shout. But when I write, my voice is very,
very loud. For me, writing is all about breaking boundaries. Allowing
the world to listen to the voices that need to be heard. Words give
my soul a chance to speak. By getting lost in words, I find myself."
-Ava Palmer
‘’ I have always enjoyed writing but the only time I had ever put
serious effort into writing was for classwork. That was until I decided
to take the creative writing class available in T.Y. I have learned a
lot from my creative writing class, mostly about what kind of stories
I enjoy listening to and what kind of stories I like to write.’’
-Lauren MacDermott

Authors: Lauren O’Connell, Lauren MacDermott &
Ava Palmer

TY Bonding Day
Bonding day was a great day to unite TY students as a
year group. I really enjoyed the bonding day. It was such
a lovely idea that was organised and I made many new
friends that day as I was new to the school. I also got to
know people a lot better. Throughout the day we did many
games together and some of them would make us all
laugh. After all the games we then lay around writing
positive paragraphs about each of our classmates on
paper. Towards the end when everyone wrote a paragraph
on someone’s sheet we handed them out and were able
to read them all at the same time.
I got so many sheets back and cried happy tears with all
the lovely paragraphs I got. Many girls had tears in their
eyes as they read their paragraphs to themselves. We all
gave each other hugs after we were finished reading them
all. Overall I thought bonding day was really sweet and to
this day I still read over the paragraphs because they are
so lovely to read back over and to have.
Author: Faythe Condon

TY Harmony Workshop

The Harmony Workshop was held on the 11th, 12th and 20th of November. All three of the TY classes spent a
full day each at the workshop. Roger from the Harmony Programme facilitated the workshops. The Harmony
Workshop provides education about the dangers of substance misuse and rehabilitation for youth groups across
Ireland. The day starts with Roger telling us his life story which is very poignant and interesting. After his life
story Roger starts playing songs and asks us the meaning behind the lines of the song. He played us songs that
deal with different problems such as “Swimming pools” by Kendrick Lamar which is about alcoholism and social
pressures. He also played Eminem’s “Cleanin’ Out My Closet” which is about the relationship he had with his
mother and ACE’s from his childhood and Grandmaster Flash and the Furious 5 “The Message” which is a song
about the reality of living in the poorer urban parts of cities in America. Roger then talks to us about alcoholism
and how it can be genetic, how weed is a depressant drug and how weed is portrayed in the media. Roger
showed us a really interesting video about the development of the brain and how alcohol and drugs affect
different parts of the brain. In the video it also talks about how alcohol and drugs can affect the brain. Then
Roger had us participate in a really interesting activity. We were all put in groups and had to create raps about
certain situations like someone who starts taking drugs and dies, someone getting the help they need by going
to rehab,a person who’s had drugs around them their whole life and started taking them and ending up in jail.
It was really fun to hear everybody's raps. At the end of the workshop we got badges that say “Expression beat
Depression'' and we were asked to wear them for the next week. Roger also handed us out a card about what
we can do when we feel overwhelmed and numbers for services that help with mental health and drug and
alcohol misuse. Overall it was a really enjoyable experience and very eye opening to the consequences of drug
and alcohol misuse.

Authors: Leah Barrett & Sophie O’Connell

In Memory of Cliodhna
Barrett Murphy RIP

To Cliodhna…
We know that it’s been a while since we’ve
last hung out together but we hope to see you
again one day. Angel, Tayto, Ted and
Chocolate are all missing you just as much as
we are. We look back fondly on all our
memories that we shared together. We’re
reminded of your kindness, bravery and
friendship. The legacy that you’ve left behind
has left a mark on all of our lives that we will
never forget. This impact has taught us how
to always be kind, to appreciate the little
things in life that we take for granted and live
every day as if it's our last.
Your bravery has inspired us to take on each
day with a courageous mind and soul. Your
eyes sparkled like the stars along the Milky
Way. The way that you smiled caused our
faces to gleam with happiness. We can still
imagine our favourite memories together
vividly as if it was yesterday. Your laugh is
engraved in our minds, and your bubbly
personality continues to give us light. We
yearn for the memories that we could’ve
made together but fate had other plans for us.

In Memory of Cliodhna
Barrett Murphy RIP

To Cliodhna…
This quote from The Greatest
Showman encapsulates this ‘Fate is
pulling you miles away and out of
reach from me, but you're here in my
heart so who can stop me if I decide
that you're my destiny’. Unfortunately
we have to continue our journey
without you physically by our side but
may we continue this road with you in
spirit. Thank you for everything. We
love you, and not a day goes by when
you're not on our minds
Authors: Sinéad Barry &
Katelynn Cremin

GAISCE Award &
TY Curriculum Plan
As part of my Gaisce award there were four different
aspects which included:
● Community involvement
● Personal skill
● Physical recreation
● Adventure journey.
Community involvement
This was all about making a difference in other people’s
lives. I volunteered as a mentor with the Special Olympic
Swimmers, known as Mallow Marlins.
On Monday
evenings we met as a group in Mallow Swimming Pool.
We always had great fun and without a doubt this was the
highlight of my TY experience. I really enjoyed helping
the swimmers to further develop their swimming
technique and I will continue to volunteer as a mentor
next year.
Personal skill
For my personal skill development I joined Musical
Theatre with Centre Stage, which gave me the
opportunity to develop a new interest.
The class
combines singing, acting and dancing.
Physical recreation
Physical recreation is about becoming physically stronger,
improving fitness and well-being. I’m a member of
Kilshannig Ladies Football Club and have continued
training with them throughout the year.
Adventure journey
For my adventure journey we spent 5 days in Killarney,
Co. Kerry and participated in lots of outdoor activities such
as kayaking, canoeing, abseiling, orienteering, hill
walking, raft building and camping. We really bonded as
a year group and we all have great memories from this
experience.
Author: Sarah Guiney

Junior Cert Results Day
October 4th 2019

Well done on your JC Results

School Digital Champions
School Digital Champions is a programme where a group of four
students work together on a project to try and promote the use of
technology. This can be the use of technology in your school,
community, or local enterprise. Emer Gleeson, Chloe Lawlee, Louise
O Hanlon and Aoife Turner, formed a group together for this
programme. We were guided by our teacher Ms. Aisling M. Daly.
Our Project
For our project we decided to choose the topic of technology in
school. Our idea for the project was that we would have workshops
for first and second years in school. These workshops would be
based on tips and tricks for Google Docs and Google Slides. We
showed them how to use features such as animation and word
replacement. At the end of our workshops we gave the students a
task. We asked them to put together a presentation with some of
the features we had taught them to use. By doing this, they would
remember what they had learned and the first person done won a
chocolate bar.
Training day
The School Digital Champion training day took place on the 12th
December at Thomond Park Conference Centre, Limerick. These
training days are to help groups with their projects by showing them
new skills about technology. Six workshops took place throughout
the day. Every group attended the presentation skills workshop and
then you needed to pick two other workshops of your choice. We
chose Video Editing and Introduction to Infographics. Other
workshops included were Principles of Good Web Design, App
Inventor and coding with Micro Bits. We chose Video Editing and
Introduction to Infographics as we believed they linked in with our
project more than the other workshops did. It was a great day out
and we learned lots of tips and tricks from it.
Other events
Throughout the course of our project we learned a lot about how to
get the most out of G Suite and improved our computer skills. As
part of the programme we were given the opportunity to go on a site
visit to the RTE studios in Dublin. This was to take place in March
but was cancelled due to the Coronavirus. At the end of the year
there is a presentation day for all participants where projects are
displayed and certificates are awarded. Unfortunately this was also
cancelled but we really enjoyed the time we had doing this project.
Authors: Aoife Turner, Emer Gleeson and Louise O Hanlon

Sports Science &
Coaching Awards
The Sports Science module provided us with a great insight into
designing fitness programmes, fitness testing and coaching.
Our favourite part was the Transition Year Rugby Programme.
During Thursday 21st and Friday 22nd of November we had the
opportunity of joining a Rugby course, where two different trainers
from local teams came to the school and encouraged us to learn
more about this popular sport.
The programme was divided in two parts: For the students that
had never played rugby before, the first part was focused on
learning the sport itself. We learnt the basic movements, rules and
general features and after familiarising ourselves with all the
theory, we did some practical activities as well. We played some
games and matches to practice what we learned.The second part
was basically focused on planning a training session. As we knew
all about the sport now we were well able to teach it to others. We
spent a whole morning getting ready to teach first year students
how to play rugby.
These experiences were useful for all of us to learn about
teamwork and hard work. It was a great opportunity to implement
new things as well as having fun.
Authors: Carmen de Harro Porroche & Paula Antonana

Mini-Company Module
SwapZeeZ
One of the key parts of TY is choosing modules that you
feel you will enjoy and gain new experiences from. For the
first half of this year I chose to do Mini-company as a
specialism. We had to think of a good or service and
produce it ourselves in groups of four. We had to invest
our own money at first and then after we got our business
up and running we could earn it back and hopefully make
profit. I found the whole experience thoroughly enjoyable.
At the end of the term, all the groups got to participate in
a competition in Carrigoon G.A.A Complex, which gave us
an insight into what businesses could make it and what the
key components of creating and maintaining a company
are. I would recommend mini-company to everyone as you
learn so much from it and it's great fun.
Author: Ailbhe Lynch

Mini-Company Module
TY Hoodies
At the start of Transition Year we got the chance to
choose different subjects to do for each term. This
gives us a chance to try out subjects that we wouldn’t
normally get to do at school in other years. For the first
term, one of the subjects that I chose to do was mini
company. At my first mini company class, we chose
groups in which we would be running our company
with. I was in a group with my friends, Amy, Doireann
and Huma. We decided that we would make TY
hoodies for the year. After a lot of research, surveys
and money exchanges, we produced 89 TY hoodies for
our year. On December 12th, we had a mini company
competition in Carrigoon. There were companies from
all the schools in the area including St. Marys, The
Academy, Buttevant, Kanturk and more. Unfortunately
our group didn’t place but one company from our
school got through to the next round which was good.
I loved mini company this year and I would definitely
recommend it to upcoming transition years.
Authors: Saoirse McDonald & Amy Griffin

Mini-Company Module
TY Year Book

For mini-company my group of three decided to design
and produce Transition Year Yearbooks. My mini
company group, consisting of Ellen Burke, Éabha
Sampson and I came up with the idea to make
yearbooks for our TY year group of 2019/2020 as a
way of having something nice to look back on one of
the most memorable years of our lives.
The yearbooks include individual pictures and profiles
of each student, group photos and captions of various
activities throughout the year, “most likely
to…”winners and other fun snapshots of TY.
Over the course of the past few months we have been
very busy organising our picture day, getting everyone
to fill out surveys and collecting pictures to use in our
yearbook. We were lucky enough to have the cover
designed by the very talent Shanna Darsan and it
looks absolutely amazing. I had a lot of fun designing
the yearbooks with my group and I can’t wait until we
are back in school so that everyone can see them.
Author: Tori McCarthy

Grow Your Future, Mallow’s
Mountain Ash Project
18 students from three secondary schools in Mallow, Davis College, St
Mary’s Secondary School and the Patrician Academy took part in a
Teagasc initiative to plant a 1,000 trees in and around the Mallow area.
Six students from each of the schools were chosen to help with the
‘Grow you Future, Mallow’s Mountain Ash Project’.
This project was initiated by Séan Sherlock TD and involves the 18
students from the schools.The seven students from our school that
helped out with this project were, Jorja Holland, Saoirse Mc Donald,
Carmen De Haro, Lara Moynahan. Emilia Seputyte and Laura
Barszczewska and the teacher who was helping us was Mr.Sheehan.
We also worked alongside John Casey with Teagasc. Our goals by
doing this project included planting 1000 trees in and around Mallow,
to protect the animal species of Mallow for example the kingfisher and
reduce Mallows carbon footprint. By doing this project we showed our
commitment to reducing Mallow’s carbon footprint and also to educate
the Irish Youth on Global Warming and Climate Change.
On the 5th and 6th of March the TY students went to local primary
schools. We went to Analeentha, Burnfort NS and the Convent Primary
school. We presented a presentation to the students explaining the
tree and the importance of planting the tree. We showed them the tree
that they would be getting. We were looking forward to going back to
the schools and handing out the trees but the project got cut short
because of Coronavirus but we had fun making the presentation and
going to the schools.
Author: Emilia Seputyte

Photography Module
I was in Ms Daly’s photography modules was one of my favourite
modules of the year. We learned so much about photography and
had a whole lot of fun doing it.
We made a number of trips around the town for photography but my
favourite place to go was to Mallow Castle. On one of our trips to the
castle we got to use light reflectors to take our photos. We were all
amazed at the difference it made to the pictures. Although I loved
our trips around the town we also had some fun in the classroom.
Ms. Daly showed us some ideas on how to use what she had given
us to take some cool pictures and then she let us off to be as creative
as we wanted and come up with our own ideas, although that did
lead to a bit of a mess involving honey and eggs but I won’t get into
that.
I really think that everything I learned in this class really improved
my photography skills. We learned about things like leading lines,
abstract pictures and even how to take some impressive panoramas.
We also learned to ask someone questions if you’re taking pictures
of them to make them look more natural, which often lead to some
random conversations. I really enjoyed everything about the
photography class, especially the creative freedom that Ms Daly gave
us and it was always such a fun way to end the week.
Author: Holly O Callaghan

Photography Module

I also did Ms. Daly’s photography class as a TY module, it was hands down my favourite module. It was almost all practical
work except for a few hand-outs on photography techniques and we had a lovely day out in Cork City to top off the whole
experience. Ms. Daly took our photography group to Cork City for a “Christmas Photography Scavenger Hunt”. We had a
list of items that we had to take a picture of in order to complete the scavenger hunt. We split into teams of 4/6 and went
all around Cork to get as many cool pictures as possible as we wanted to win the challenge!!
Some of the items on the list included: A big wheel, A reflection, something red, leading lines and a window display. At 12
o'clock we all met up to show Ms Daly what pictures we had taken. We continued to complete our scavenger hunt for the
next two hours and roughly at 2.30 pm, we all met up again to show off our fabulous pictures and to hear the results of
the scavenger hunt. Ms Daly gave sweets and stationery to the winning teams. It was so much fun taking all those pictures
and I had a great time with my friends just walking around Cork City.
The scavenger hunt was not only fun but it also helped to improve my photography skills. I found it challenging to capture
all the ordinary-day items on the list into aesthetic pictures but In the end we all managed and It was a great learning
experience. Author: Emily Murphy

Peace Advocacy Project

On the 15th and 16th of October transition year students Aoife O’Connor, Jessica Creedon, Louise
O’Hanlon, Sophie Rochford, Caoimhe O’Connell and Ellen Burke took part in a two day training
course to enable them to become Peace Advocates in St. Mary’s.The training days were held in
Mallow College of Further Education and were facilitated by Mallow Rotary Club. The Peace Project
was developed to empower young people to feel confident to become leaders in their homes,
schools and communities. Many other schools from surrounding areas also attended the training
days.
At the end of the course we, as TY students, were equipped with enhanced skills in conflict
resolution and creative problem solving. We were also involved in a workshop to improve our
active listening and communication skills. We then had the skills to enable us to teach our peers
what we had learnt during this programme.
Our mission, as peace advocates, begins in our school community where we endeavour to
promote peace and the successful resolution of conflict. During the school year our group, along
with the help of our teacher Ms.Cooke, began working on our chosen theme of diversity. We hope
to explore different ways of promoting and celebrating diversity in the school community. We
will also go on to become lead mentors for the incoming first years in September, a job which we
look forward to greatly.
Authors: Jessica Creedon & Sophie Rochford

Volunteering & Charity Work
&
On February 11th, Anne Riordan came to our school to
talk to us about the Irish Heart Foundation. She talked
about what damages our heart and how to keep our heart
and body healthy. She mentioned in her speech how
cigarettes affect our heart enormously. She said the two
things that affect your heart are large amounts of salt
and sugar, which also can lead to obesity and therefore
can result in possible heart attacks. We were so
interested in what she said, so we signed up to go
fundraise fir the Irish Heart Foundation. What a day we
had collecting money for a fantastic cause.
Other worthy charities we have volunteered to support
included bag packing for the St. Vincent de Paul.
Students of St. Mary’s also support the Trocaire Lenten
Campaign to help the poor and marginalised in society.
Some TY students also worked in Penny Dinners in Cork
with the homeless as part of their work experience.
Authors: Jane O’Meara and Aoife Rose O’Connor

Toastmasters Competition
As part of our TY module we had to participate in the
Toastmasters programme. The module ran from
October to December and every TY student had to write
a speech on a topic of their choice and Deirdre
Linehan,a Toastmasters representative and winner of
Toastmasters International Speech Contest 2018,
attempted to help each student reach their true
potential. Students were asked to write a few drafts and
then type out the finished product at the end. Everyone
had the opportunity to read their speech in front of the
class but it was completely optional.
Deirdre helped students with the structure of their
speeches along with the performance side of delivering
a speech . An extreme amount of hard work and effort
was put into each and every speech written by students
and everyone was immensely proud of the work they
had produced. Students had the option of entering the
Schools Toastmaster Competition.
Five students were interested in entering but
unfortunately only two entries per school were
permitted. The five girls Michelle Amuodi, Laura
Barszczewska, Emilia Seputyte, Fiona Lonergan and
Sinéad Barry worked closely with Deirdre, each
improving their speech writing and delivery skills. Each
of the five girls delivered their speech to their peers and
a vote was conducted. Although it was tight Sinead
Barry and Fiona Lonergan had the most votes and
entered the Schools Toastmasters Competition with
great success, with Sinéad coming third, Fiona coming
first and St.Marys winning the best school award, the
competition was held in The Hibernian Hotel and many
full time Toastmasters members attended . Overall
Toastmasters was a learning curve for every student
and a great addition to the TY year regardless of
whether or not you competed, read your speech in front
of the class or simply wrote a great speech.

Authors: Fiona Lonergan & Sorcha Cremin
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